INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

The Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) experiment[@c1] is the most advanced stellarator in the world today. With confinement volumes of approximately 30 m^3^, the Large Helical Device (LHD) heliotron and W7-X stellarator share the status of being the largest stellarators taken into operation to date (we use the word stellarator in this article to refer to both heliotrons and stellarators). W7-X aims to show the fusion-reactor relevance of optimized stellarators, in particular, that the intrinsic benefits of the stellarator can be combined with reactor-relevant, tokamak-like confinement, also at plasma parameters close to those of a reactor, $T_{e0} \geq T_{i0} > 4$ keV, $n_{e0} > 10^{20}$ m^--3^, $\left\langle \beta \right\rangle \geq 5\%$. Here, *β* denotes the normalized total plasma pressure $2\mu_{0}(p_{e} + p_{i})/B^{2}$ and "$\langle\rangle$" the volume average. Intrinsic advantages include steady-state operation, lack of major disruptions, no risk of significant runaway electron generation, and no need for current drive.[@c1] The device, which is five-fold symmetric, features 70 superconducting NbTi magnets, two planar coils, and five non-planar coils in each of the 10 half-modules. The coil system is designed to allow operation up to $B_{0} = 3.0$ T on axis, but is operated at $B_{0} = 2.5$ T, the resonant field for second-harmonic absorption (X2 and O2) of the ECRH system that operates at *f* = 140 GHz. The fundamental layout is shown in Figure [1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

![Representative flux surfaces, field lines, and part of the superconducting coil set of W7-X are shown in this CAD drawing.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g001){#f1}

The magnetic surfaces have a major radius *R* = 5.5 m and an average minor radius of *a* = 0.5 m. The peculiar shapes of the non-planar coils are the result of solving the Biot-Savart law $\nabla \times \overset{\rightarrow}{B} = \mu_{0}\overset{\rightarrow}{j}$ to create discrete, modular coils that generate the required 3D magnetic vector field coming out of the physics optimization described in "Stellarator Optimization and Recent Achievements in the World Stellarator Program" section.[@c2] The planar coils are used to add or subtract toroidal magnetic field components to lower or increase the rotational transform $\iota = 1/q$, where *q* is the *safety factor* known from tokamak physics. In a stellarator, the magnetic field is created dominantly by the external coils, including the poloidal component that gives rise to *ι*, the twist of the magnetic field lines on a magnetic surface. In a tokamak, *ι* results from a combination of poloidal field from the toroidal plasma current and toroidal field from the poloidal currents in the external toroidal field coils. The planar coils can also be used to increase or decrease the toroidal magnetic strength variation, so as to change the mirror ratio in the device.

STELLARATOR OPTIMIZATION AND RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE WORLD STELLARATOR PROGRAM {#s2}
=================================================================================

The stellarator concept has intrinsic advantages as a fusion power plant concept. The lack of a strong toroidal current means that no current drive is necessary, that the concept is intrinsically steady-state-capable, and that there are no major problems with disruptions or run-away electrons. However, concerns remain about stellarator confinement at high ion temperatures, and fewer stellarators than tokamaks have been built, and none of them as large as the largest existing tokamaks. For example, JET has a confinement volume of about 100 m^3^, over a factor of three more than W7-X and LHD.

It has been known for more than 30 years that stellarators can suffer from unconfined drift orbits of the magnetically trapped particles. With increasing temperature, neoclassical transport can dominate over turbulent transport because $\chi \propto T^{3.5}$, with *χ* being the heat transport coefficient. This seemed to preclude the simultaneous achievement of high *T~i~* and high *τ~E~* (the energy confinement time) and therefore the reactor prospects of stellarators, if these drift orbit losses could not be significantly reduced. In the early 1980s, new ideas emerged how to improve the drift orbit confinement by tailoring the magnetic field. At that time, it was also realized that one could also reduce intrinsic equilibrium currents parallel to the magnetic field, such as Pfirsch-Schlüter and bootstrap currents. This progress in theory, together with advances in the supercomputing capabilities and numerical algorithms, allowed identification and optimization of specifically tailored stellarator topologies that have vastly improved drift orbit confinement. These new configurations are referred to as optimized stellarators, whereas the non-optimized stellarators are referred to as classical stellarators. Several different optimization approaches exist. The reader is referred to two recent reviews for more information on stellarator optimization strategies and their theoretical foundations.[@c4]

The stellarator Wendelstein 7-AS, operated from 1988, was a first test of the optimization effort but realized only some of the optimization ideas and is therefore often referred to as partially optimized. Nevertheless, it delivered many encouraging results before it was shut down in 2002,[@c6] results that supported the idea that stellarator optimization can be effective.

An important discovery for stellarator optimization is quasi-symmetry: When viewed in Boozer coordinates,[@c7] the particle orbits depend only on the magnitude of B, which can be tailored to have a symmetry---a direction along which the magnetic field strength does not change. The symmetry cannot be achieved perfectly on all flux surfaces, so it is called quasi-symmetry. The first quasi-symmetric experiment was the Helically Symmetrix eXperiment HSX, which started operation in 1999.[@c8] As the name implies, its direction of quasi-symmetry is helical (as opposed to, e.g., toroidal). HSX has successfully demonstrated several of the key predictions such as the reduced damping of plasma flow in the quasihelical direction[@c9] and improved neoclassical confinement.[@c10] The combination of its small minor radius (a = 12 cm) and its relatively low plasma densities ($n_{e} < 10^{19}$ m^--3^) prevents it from proving the optimization in terms of a high energy confinement time simultaneously with a high ion temperature, since its plasmas were heated by ECRH and its densities are so low that only about 5% of the heating power is transferred to the ions, and charge exchange losses are a significant sink for the ion thermal energy. LHD is a superconducting 3D configuration of the torsatron/heliotron type that went into operation in 1998. It displays some features of optimization, in particular, in its so-called *inward shifted* configuration.[@c11] It is large enough to not be affected significantly by charge exchange losses, can operate at high densities and with direct ion heating, and has achieved high performance, including $\left\langle \beta \right\rangle = 5.1\%,\, T_{i} = 8.1$ keV, $T_{e} =$ 20 keV, $n_{e} = 1.2 \times 10^{21}$ m^--3^, and steady state operation (pulse times exceeding 1 h). The device has not achieved these parameters simultaneously. For example, the impressive electron density, possible because a stellarator has no Greenwald density limit, was achieved at very modest temperatures $T \approx 0.25$ keV. W7-X does not aim particularly to break any of these impressive records, but rather to show the *simultaneous* achievement of $T_{e} \geq T_{i} \geq 4$ keV, $\left\langle \beta \right\rangle = 5\%$, and $n_{e0} = 2 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3^. Such simultaneous values appear achievable based on the transport simulations, which we will present later in this paper.

RESTRICTIONS IN FIRST OPERATION PHASE (OP1.1) DUE TO LIMITER OPERATION {#s3}
======================================================================

The operation phase 1.1 (OP1.1) was first and foremost an integral commissioning of the entire device, including diagnostics and heating systems. The installation of plasma-facing components (PFCs) was held to a minimum, with only five symmetrically placed inboard graphite limiters, so that first physics results could be gained quickly, and any poorly performing components could be identified early and, if needed, be upgraded, during the installation period preceding the next operation phase, OP1.2. OP1.2 will feature a full set of (un-cooled) divertors. The limiters and the expected physics program for OP1.1 are described in an article that was published shortly before first plasma.[@c12] The design of the limiters is described in more detail in an upcoming article.[@c13] To note here is that the use of uncooled graphite limiters was expected to limit the pulse length to 2 MJ, and that the full density control was not expected since the limiters did not provide the efficient particle exhaust capabilities that is expected in the future divertor operation.[@c14] Indeed, almost all the physics topics presented in that paper were addressed successfully, and it was possible to extend beyond them as well.

SUCCESSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN PLASMA QUALITY AND DURATION IN OP1.1 {#s4}
===============================================================

For all discharges in the first weeks of operation, the edge plasma radiated the heat away so effectively that the plasma barely had contact with the limiters. This was confirmed with the video diagnostic, infrared cameras, Langmuir probes, and thermocouples. Plasmas would expand in radius initially but suffer a slow radiation collapse before having expanded to the last closed flux surface, due to the release of water vapor and other wall impurities.

Wall conditioning was improved over time simply by creating discharge after discharge of helium plasma, each one releasing wall impurities and the next discharges living progressively longer as the walls slowly cleaned up. Once fully operational, glow-discharge cleaning was also used and provided a more efficient wall-conditioning.[@c16] Discharges began to extend to the limiters and had prolonged contact with them, as the pulse lengths continued to increase. As the working gas was switched from helium to hydrogen about midway through the run campaign, the plasma parameters and behavior continued to improve rather continuously as the walls progressively cleaned up. Curiously, wall conditions would deteriorate during a run day, and neutral pressure spikes would terminate the plasma through a radiation collapse earlier and earlier in the discharge. The explanation for this behavior is still under investigation but is consistent with there being some reservoir of primarily hydrogen, which progressively warms up from discharge to discharge and eventually reaches a temperature where it begins to evaporate, since the neutral gas release occurred at an earlier point in the discharge than the previous discharge. The good performance could be partly recovered with one or two helium discharges and fully recovered on the following run day after glow discharge cleaning. Even for the first discharges of a run day, which had prolonged contact with the limiters, at most 60% of the heating power ended up on the limiters, the rest was deposited elsewhere through some combination of radiation and charge-exchange neutral losses. A quantitative assessment of these other loss channels is left to future publications.

An important consequence of this was that the pulse limit of 2 MJ turned out to be overly conservative---there was no evidence of limiters being anywhere near their limits. Therefore, it was agreed to increase it to 4 MJ for the last two weeks of operation. This allowed for longer pulses, in particular, for ones that lasted as long as 6 s, some of which will be highlighted in the following.

THE TWO MAGNETIC CONFIGURATIONS IN OP1.1 {#s5}
========================================

As previously described,[@c12] a special magnetic configuration was chosen in OP1.1 to ensure that \>99% of the convective heat loads would end up on the five inboard limiters. This was done by adjusting the rotational transform $ᵼ$ at the edge and the near-SOL to be far from the resonances $ᵼ = 5/5$ and $ᵼ = 5/6$, which are both associated with substantial island chains given the designed-in *n* = 5 toroidal component of the magnetic field. The vast majority of OP1.1 discharges were performed in this configuration. A second configuration was also used during the last run week of OP1.1, as well as several configurations in between these two. This alternative configuration had a slightly higher $ᵼ$ value and significantly higher helical ripple $\epsilon_{\text{eff}} \approx 0.0137$ as compared to $\epsilon_{\text{eff}} \approx 0.0070$ (see Figure [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Profiles of $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ for the standard OP1.1 configuration and the alternative configuration.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g002){#f2}

ACHIEVED AND PREDICTED TRIPLE PRODUCTS FOR W7-X {#s6}
===============================================

The figure of merit for producing net power in a fusion reactor is the triple product $n_{i}T_{i}\tau_{E}$, which must exceed appr. $3 \times 10^{21}$ m^--3^ keV s for a fully self-heated D-T fusion plasma.[@c17] This is not the only requirement. Others include having *T~i~* roughly in the range of 10--40 keV, and, if the plasma is to be self-heated by the *α*-particles, having $T_{e} \geq T_{i}$, since the electrons receive the majority of the *α*-particle power. Although not an absolute must, the requirement of having sufficiently long pulses, or even steady-state operation, is highly desirable, and this is indeed one of the major advantages of the stellarator concept. Although these other requirements have to be kept in mind, the triple product is a highly relevant and useful scalar measure of progress. Within a tokamak context, apart from the triple product, focus has been on the simultaneously achieved central ion temperature $T_{i0}$. The achieved pulse length has been less of a focus, but pulse length extension and steady-state operation at high performance are active areas of research in tokamak physics today.

In order to evaluate how far the stellarators have progressed towards the ultimate goal of net power production, and also to provide an objective comparison to tokamak performance, we calculate in the following some achieved triple products in OP1.1, as well as some predicted triple products for future operation phases, and then compare them to existing and future expected achievements for tokamaks and stellarators in a plot of triple-product versus pulse length plot.

Some achieved triple products, ion temperatures and pulse lengths in OP1.1 {#s6A}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We focus here on three discharges, performed during the last three days of OP1.1 operation, where the wall conditions had improved enough that longer discharges with stable density and modest impurity radiation were achieved. The first discharge, 20160308.008, was a 1.3 s long discharge heated with 2.7 MW of 140 GHz ECRH X2 absorption (Fig. [3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). At t = 1.1 s, the Thomson scattering (TS) system[@c19] showed central electron density and temperature values of $n_{e0} = 3.5 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3^ and $T_{e0} \geq 4$ keV, respectively. The x-ray crystal imaging spectrometer (XICS) measured the central ion temperature to be $T_{i0} = 2.2$ keV at that point in time. Using a combination of measurements from diamagnetic loops, TS, XICS, and other profile diagnostics, the energy confinement time is estimated at $\tau_{E} \approx 0.10$ s. At our present understanding of the consistency and calibration accuracy of the diagnostics, the absolute value of *τ~E~* is believed to be accurately 20%, whereas relative changes in *τ~E~* can be detected down to 5%--10%, in particular, with the diamagnetic loops. An overview of the various diagnostics in operation in OP1.1 is presented elsewhere.[@c20] The triple product achieved was $0.8 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3 ^keV s for this 1.3 s discharge. The electron temperature, although not part of the triple product, is given to stress the point that *T~e~* was substantially greater than *T~i~*.

![Time traces (left) and profiles (right) of electron and ion temperatures and electron density for a 1.3 s discharge, 20160308.008, heated continuously with 2.7 MW of ERCH. The profile data are taken at t = 1.1 s.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g003){#f3}

The second discharge, 20160309.006, Fig. [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, was a low-power 6 s discharge, which had a 1 s of $P_{\text{ECRH}} = 1.1$ MW initial phase followed by 5 s of $P_{\text{ECRH}} = 0.6$ MW. Towards the end of the lower-power phase, at t = 5.5 s, $n_{e0} = 1.0 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3^, $T_{i0} = 1.4$ keV, $T_{e0} \approx 4$ keV, $\tau_{E} = 0.125$ s, and a triple product of $0.18 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3 ^keV s. Interestingly, the third discharge, 20160310.007, which had exactly the same heating power sequence, but used the alternative OP1.1 magnetic configuration with the higher $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$, had the same or perhaps even slightly better confinement and a larger triple product. Data for this discharge are shown in Fig. [5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. At t = 5.5 s, where $n_{e0} = 1.3 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3^, $T_{e0} \approx 3$ keV, $T_{i0} \geq 1.8$ keV, and $\tau_{E} = 0.132$ s, a triple product of $0.27 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3 ^keV s was reached.

![Time traces (left) and profiles (right) of electron and ion temperatures and electron density for a 6 s discharge, 20160309.006. The time trace for density is noisy due to suboptimal performance of the interferometer laser on that shot, not due to any unusually large density fluctuations. The profile data are taken at t = 5.5 s where the heating power was 0.6 MW.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g004){#f4}

![Time traces (left) and profiles (right) of electron and ion temperatures and electron density for a 6 s discharge, 20160310.007, in the alternative magnetic configuration. The profile data are also taken at t = 5.5 s where the heating power was 0.6 MW.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g005){#f5}

We have assumed here, and also in the projections of triple products presented later in the article, that *n~i~* = *n~e~*, i.e., we have neglected the diluting effect of impurities. The analysis of impurity content in OP1.1 is ongoing, but preliminary results suggest that a few percent of low-Z impurities, in particular, carbon, was typically present, which would lead to a hydrogen ion density about 20% lower than the electron density and a corresponding 20% reduction in achieved triple products relative to those stated here. In future operation phases, higher plasma densities, the presence of a divertor, and a better conditioned first wall will presumably lead to lower impurity fraction.

The slightly higher *τ~E~* value (still within the uncertainty) is in contradiction to an $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}^{3/2}$ scaling, which would have the confinement time of the third discharge (20160310.007) by a factor of 2.7 smaller than the second discharge (20160309.006), and still a factor of more than 2 even if one takes into account that this discharge had a somewhat higher density. However, the result that *τ~E~* is essentially unaffected by $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ was in fact to be expected and will be explained in "Electric Fields and Their Effect on Particle Confinement in Toroidal Devices" section.

ELECTRIC FIELDS AND THEIR EFFECT ON PARTICLE CONFINEMENT IN TOROIDAL DEVICES {#s7}
============================================================================

The primary reason that the level of magnetic ripple does not affect transport in these plasmas is that the electric field, or more accurately the *E *×* B* drift, heals otherwise lossy guiding center drift orbits. It has been known for a while that radial electric fields can heal otherwise unconfined particle orbits in toroidal devices, e.g., in the pure toroidal field trap, as shown experimentally in the Lawrence Non-neutral Torus II (LNT-II).[@c21] In stellarators, these healing effects have also been shown by studying non-neutral plasmas in the Columbia Non-neutral Torus (CNT), a classical stellarator.[@c23] These effects were well known before LNT-II and CNT started operation. Already in 1983, Boozer *et al.* wrote:[@c26] *It has been realized both computationally and, more recently, experimentally that the presence of an electric field is essential to good particle confinement in stellarators. E *×* B* effects are routinely included in neoclassical stellarator transport codes (see, e.g., Ref. [@c27]). The basics of these effects are discussed in the following.

When is *E* × *B* important? {#s7A}
----------------------------

One can assess the importance of the potentially healing effects of *E *×* B* on the drift orbits by comparing the magnitude of the magnetic drifts *v~B~* to the magnitude of the *E *×* B* drift, *v~E~* for a thermal particle at temperature *T* with charge q, assuming, for simplicity, that the gradient scale lengths for the electrostatic potential and the magnetic field strength perpendicular to B are similar $$\left. v_{E}/v_{B} = \middle| \frac{\nabla\phi}{B}\frac{qB^{2}}{2T\nabla B} \middle| \approx \middle| \frac{q\phi}{2T} \right|.$$For a pure electron plasma, this ratio is approximately equal to $L^{2}/\lambda_{D}^{2}$, with *L* being the gradient scale length of the electrostatic potential, as can be shown directly from Poisson\'s equation $$\left. \epsilon_{0}\nabla^{2}\phi = - en_{e}\Rightarrow\phi \approx - en_{e}L^{2}/\epsilon_{0}\Rightarrow\frac{\left| e\phi \right|}{T_{e}} \approx \frac{ne^{2}}{\epsilon_{0}T_{e}}L^{2} = L^{2}/\lambda_{D}^{2} \right..$$*L* is typically of order the smallest dimension of the plasma (e.g., minor radius in a toroidal system), and therefore by the usual textbook small-Debye-length plasma definition, this ratio is much larger than one. Consequently, in a pure electron plasma, the $E \times B$ drift dominates strongly. In CNT pure electron plasmas, this ratio was about 25.[@c24] For a quasineutral plasma, the ambipolarity constraint sets the size of $\left| \phi \right|$ and it is of order unity or smaller. In OP1.1, this ratio was relatively large, since *T~e~* exceeded *T~i~* substantially (e.g., in the 20160310.007 discharge mentioned earlier). Thus, the *E *×* B* drift had a substantial orbit-healing effect, in particular, for the ions, thus making the confinement insensitive to the factor of two increase in $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$. As discussed in the next paragraph, for future operation phases, a smaller difference between electron and ion temperatures is expected, and therefore the electric field will be smaller, and the effects of the magnetic field optimization will be more pronounced. It is worth pointing out here that confinement of fusion *α* particles cannot be healed by the ambipolar electric field in a D-T fusion reactor plasma. Since the electrostatic potential is created by the bulk plasma, $q\phi$ will be of order 20 keV, whereas the initial kinetic energy of the fusion *α* particles is 3.5 MeV. Thus, optimization of the magnetic field of a stellarator is certainly necessary for *α*-particle confinement.

The thermal plasma particle orbits are affected by the *E *×* B* drift, possibly significantly, given that the ratio in Eq. [(1)](#d1){ref-type="disp-formula"} is typically of order unity. The operating regime with $T_{e} \gg T_{i}$ and a strong positive radial electric field in the core are referred to as *core electron-root confinement* (CERC).[@c28] As the word *core* implies, the electric field effects are important in the core. Near the edge, electric fields generally play less of a role. However, the lower temperatures and often stronger density gradients typically lead to a situation where the anomalous transport dominates over neoclassical transport, which also leads to insensitivity towards the value of $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$. Thus, the global confinement becomes largely independent of $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$.

The neoclassical transport is not necessarily subdominant even if the parts that scale with $\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$ are. Just as in a tokamak, a neoclassical transport remains even in the absence of transport driven by a magnetic ripple. At present, a detailed validated transport analysis is not available, and we cannot yet determine if the transport is dominated by neoclassical or anomalous transport processes, but it is worth noting that also for turbulent transport, electric fields play an important, sometimes decisive, role. It goes beyond the scope of this paper to go into any detail on this matter, but the reader is referred to the aforementioned paper on H-modes,[@c41] as well as recent papers on zonal flows and the interaction between short- and long-range electric fields in stellarators.[@c29]

The W7-X optimization included a minimization of the bootstrap current, in order to make the edge island topology independent of plasma parameters, so that good island divertor operation will be possible for a range of plasma pressures. It is possible to optimize the neoclassical confinement simultaneously with a minimization of the bootstrap current,[@c31] but a small bootstrap current remains in the configurations that are best optimized for neoclassical confinement---of order 50 kA at full performance (as compared to about 1 MA for a comparable tokamak plasma). Conversely, the bootstrap current can be brought to essentially zero with some degradation of the neoclassical confinement---the authors of Ref. [@c32] say, in reference to their study of already highly optimized configurations, "*For all the W7-X configurations under investigation, the minimisation of I~b~ is in conflict with the neoclassical confinement improvement.*"

For the two configurations investigated in OP1.1, this negative correlation is also present. The alternative configuration, whose neoclassical ripple is significantly larger, is expected to have a lower bootstrap current. The bootstrap current remains sensitive to the magnetic configuration even in the presence of large electric fields, so one should be able to measure a larger toroidal current for this configuration. Indeed, in a scan of configurations with increasing mirror term, we see the expected clear and steady reduction of the toroidal current, as measured by Rogowski coils,[@c33] as the current in planar coil type A is lowered successively, thereby increasing the mirror term and decreasing the expected bootstrap current (Figure [6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Three discharges are shown, all three having the same programmed power steps in ECRH, with some deviations in the first few hundred milliseconds in the actual injected power. The toroidal current is strongly evolving over time, since the bootstrap current depends on the kinetic profiles, which are also evolving, and additionally, the plasma generates opposing currents that decay over a characteristic L/R time which is on the order of several seconds (see, e.g., the numerical simulations in Ref. [@c12]).

![The nominally identical ECR heating programming (top) and the evolving bootstrap currents (bottom) for three different configurations, the standard OP1.1 configuration (blue) 20160309.010, the alternative OP1.1 configuration (black, 20160309.029), and an in-between configuration (red, 20160309.018). A clear tendency for lower bootstrap current in the alternative configuration is seen.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g006){#f6}

EXPECTED TRIPLE PRODUCTS, ION TEMPERATURES AND PULSE LENGTHS IN OP1.2 AND OP2 {#s8}
=============================================================================

In the following, we will evaluate the expected triple products for the future operation phases OP1.2 and OP2. OP1.2 will feature the test divertor units (TDU),[@c14] ten un-cooled fine-grain graphite divertor units with the same geometric shape as the fully water-cooled carbon-fiber composite (CFC) divertor system foreseen for OP2, which will allow for steady-state operation with divertor surface heat fluxes up to 10 MW/m^2^.[@c15] The main increases in the triple product will come from strong increases in *n~e~*, whereas the confinement times and ion temperatures are expected to increase, but only modestly beyond what was achieved in OP1.1, as explained in the following.

It has been found empirically, in stellarators as well as tokamaks, that increased density increases the confinement time. This can be seen in the stellarator (and tokamak) ISS04 scaling[@c34] and the tokamak-only IPB98(y,2)[@c35] scaling. For ISS04, $\tau_{E} \propto n^{0.54}$, IPB98(y,2): $\tau_{E} \propto n^{0.41}$, whereas increased heating power decreases the confinement time (ISS04: $\tau_{E} \propto P^{- 0.61}$, IPB98(y,2): $\tau_{E} \propto P^{- 0.69}$). Thus, expecting to increase heating power and density, confinement times will only change modestly, whereas the ion temperature is expected to go up substantially, since the increased density allows for better coupling between the electron and ion temperatures, and the increased heating, in particular, the use of direct ion heating (NBI and ICRH), also helps increase the ion temperature. NBI is planned to reach up to 7 MW in OP1.2 and 10 MW in OP2. Ion cyclotron resonance heating is planned at a rather modest level of 1--2 MW, thus playing a relatively minor role in the energy balance for the ions, but is expected to play an important role in the generation of fast ions (order 50 keV) on the inner magnetic surfaces, to verify their confinement. Experimental verification of good confinement of 50 keV deuterium ions is a major goal of W7-X since they are a good proxy for fusion *α* particle confinement in a stellarator reactor: For 50 keV deuterium ions at 2.5 T, the Larmor radius is $r_{L} \approx 1.3$ cm, i.e., $r_{L}/a \approx 0.026$, whereas the fusion *α* particles at 3.5 MeV in, e.g., the HELIAS 5-B reactor design[@c38] at B = 5.5 T have $r_{L} \approx 3.5$ cm, i.e., $r_{L}/a \approx 0.019$, slightly lower. Therefore, the confinement of 50 keV deuterium ions in W7-X is a more than adequate proxy for *α*-particles in a stellarator fusion reactor.

Operation at higher density {#s8A}
---------------------------

The plasma density is expected to be increased by a factor of about 4, as a result of a number of added device capabilities: having a better control of the neutral density at the edge by better wall conditioning, having a more efficient particle exhaust with a divertor, having more efficient core fueling using pellets, and having substantially more heating power. All these contribute to prevent radiative collapses or instabilities of various types that could prevent high-density operation.[@c36] For a quantitative assessment of the future performance, we use a predictive one-dimensional code that calculates the neoclassical fluxes in the presence of a self-consistent electrical field, and an ad-hoc model for anomalous transport applied only to the edge region[@c39] since it is assumed that anomalous transport will play a dominant role only in the edge region. The code takes a heat deposition profile, a density profile, and a $Z_{\text{eff}}$ profile as inputs and then calculates $T_{e}(r),\, T_{i}(r)$, *E*(*r*), and *τ~E~*. Due to its somewhat optimistic and not fully self-consistent assumption about anomalous transport, its results could be considered on the optimistic side of what should be expected. Results from HSX indicate that anomalous transport can be dominant over a large region of the plasma in an optimized stellarator.[@c10] On the other hand, at least some types of turbulent transport might be reduced or even absent in W7-X,[@c40] and one can of course hope that operational modes with reduced anomalous transport (see, e.g., Ref. [@c41]) will be discovered. The role of anomalous transport in present and next-generation stellarators is a topic of great interest (see, e.g., Ref. [@c42]).

Keeping the potential underestimation of anomalous transport in mind, we will use results from the code in the following to assess triple products for future operation phases.

For OP1.2, it is expected to have 9 MW of ECRH heating, and central densities up to $1.6 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3^, so a previously published code prediction with P= 5 MW of ECRH and $n_{e0} = 1.5 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3^ (Ref. [@c32]) should represent OP1.2 performance conservatively. From those simulations, we find $T_{i0} = 2.8$ keV and $\tau_{E} = 0.46$ s for the *low iota* configuration, that is, a predicted triple product of $1.9 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3 ^keV s.

In OP2, densities above the X2 heating cutoff at $1.6 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3^ will be achieved using O2 heating, and a total heating power up to 20 MW is expected to be available for 10 s pulses, and 10 MW of ECRH for up to 30 min. Simulation results from a high density ($n_{e0} = 2.0 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3^) discharge heated with 10 MW of ECRH are shown in Figure [7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}. This is still 20% below the cutoff density for second harmonic ordinary mode (O2) heating. This simulation predicts a triple product of $4.0 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3 ^keV s. In the core region, the electron temperature is still noticeably above the ion temperature, despite the high density, but not enough that the CERC feature appears; the plasma is predicted to have a negative radial electric field throughout its volume. The code predicts a substantial improvement over the ISS04 scaling, $\tau_{E} = 0.564$ s, compared to $\tau_{E,ISS04} = 0.221$ s. This may be taken as a sign of the benefits of the neoclassical optimization, but one should caution again here that the anomalous transport is not fully self-consistently calculated and may be underestimated.

![Simulation results from a high density discharge heated with 10 MW of on-axis O2 ECRH are shown here.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g007){#f7}

In OP2, it is planned to have up to 10 MW of neutral beam heating in addition to the 10 MW of ECRH. A simulation for such a 20 MW heating scenario is shown in Figure [8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. The prediction is likely not directly relevant for operation, since its predicted $\left\langle \beta \right\rangle$ of 6.4% presumably is not MHD stable,[@c43] but if the anomalous transport assumptions are not too optimistic, then this shows that W7-X will be able to test its *β* limits, expected at $\left\langle \beta \right\rangle = 5\%$ for optimized conditions, with the planned power upgrades to the device. As a side note, this scenario has a predicted triple product of $3.0 \times 10^{20}$ m^--3 ^keV s, smaller than the just discussed 10 MW discharge scenario. This is because of the lower confinement time, a result of the deposition profile of the neutral beam heating, which is very broad, and possibly also due to power degradation.

![Simulation results from a high density discharge heated with 20 MW is shown, 10 MW of on-axis O2 ECRH and 10 MW of neutral beam heating.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g008){#f8}

One might get even better triple product results if the O-mode to X-mode to Bernstein-wave (OXB) conversion heating scheme can be realized. This heating scheme, which has been demonstrated in previous stellarators,[@c44] would allow operation at even higher densities. Also, it is worth pointing out that the achieved and predicted triple product results from W7-X are all for situations with $T_{e0} > T_{i0}$, a condition that will also prevail in a burning D-T fusion plasma since the *α* particles deposit their energy primarily on the electrons. The highest tokamak triple products are achieved in hot ion conditions ($T_{e0} < T_{i0}$).

COMPARISON TO ALREADY ACHIEVED PARAMETERS ON OTHER DEVICES {#s9}
==========================================================

Figure [9](#f9){ref-type="fig"} shows the triple product plotted versus pulse length for a selection of leading devices, and W7-X achieved OP1.1 values (indicated as two dark-green + signs) as well as expected OP1.2 and OP2 values. The expected operating parameters for ITER are also indicated, as are some generic reactor visions. It shows that, in OP2, W7-X will be going beyond what has been achieved to date in fusion experiments, when it comes to the combination of the pulse length and the triple product: the JET and JT-60 tokamaks have achieved significantly higher triple products, but for the triple product predicted for W7-X in OP2, to be held 1800 s, no device to our knowledge has maintained such a triple product for more than 10 s. LHD has achieved pulse lengths of 1800 s and even beyond, but at triple products that are at least a factor of 20 below what is predicted for W7-X for 1800 s discharges. This combination of pulse length and performance manifests itself as technological challenges for the plasma-facing components, the diagnostics, the heating systems, and the control and data acquisition systems.[@c46] In these ways, W7-X can also play an important role to help prepare for ITER, which will have similar pulse lengths and similar heat fluxes to the first wall components, but of course many engineering challenges in addition to those that W7-X has.

![The triple product is plotted versus pulse length in this graph, putting the OP1.1 results in perspective and showing that the combinations of triple product and pulse lengths for OP2 in W7-X will be rather unique. The figure is based on data from Ref. [@c47] and is an augmented version of one supplied to the authors by T. Morisaki. The pink color indicates regions that LHD can access, and the blue shows the additional parameter space spanned by existing tokamaks.](PHPAEN-000024-055503_1-g009){#f9}

SUMMARY {#s10}
=======

Wendelstein 7-X exceeded the expectations for its first operation phase. Plasma pulses up to 6 s were achieved despite having no divertor. A configurational scan was performed, between two magnetic configurations that differed only slightly in terms of rotational transform $ᵼ$, but had substantially different effective helical ripple. As expected, they did not show any significant difference in confinement time, since CERC conditions were present, i.e., equilibrium *E *×* B* drift effects healed the orbits of otherwise unconfined ions, an effect seen in other stellarators and in toroidal non-neutral plasmas. First preliminary evidence of the optimisation was indirect---the measured bootstrap current scaled qualitatively as expected as the configurational scan was performed. A triple product of $1 \times 10^{19}$ m^--3^ was achieved in OP1.1, and this is expected to increase by an order of magnitude, perhaps as much as a factor of 40, in future operation phases, primarily as a result of the higher density and higher heating power expected.
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